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Abstract 

The reactions of a neutral molecule with a singly charged ion in the gas phase have been 

studied extensively in connection with catalytic reactions, interstellar and planetary 

atmospheric chemistry, and the MALDI process. In contrast, the reactions of a neutral 

molecule with a multiply charged ion have rarely been reported, in part because it is 

difficult to produce such ions in abundance. In this study, we report the production of 

multiply charged transition metal cations from metallocenes in intense femtosecond laser 

fields. The most highly charged metals observed at 3×1015 W cm−2 are Cr6+, Fe6+, Ni6+, 

Ru7+, and Os8+. The production of carbon-containing cations originating in 

cyclopentadienyl ligands is small relative to that of metal cations because the ligands are 

dominantly liberated as neutral fragments. Metal cations having higher charges are 

formed by the sequential (stepwise) tunnel ionization of the singly (doubly) charged metal 

cations that are liberated from the excited metallocene cation (dication). The 

experimentally measured and theoretically calculated saturation intensities of cation 

generation are compared. The quasiclassical tunneling theory under a single active 

electron approximation has been known to underestimate the saturation intensity of singly 

charged metal cations. However, we investigate that this theory overestimates the 

saturation intensity of multiply charged metal cations referred to as an enhanced 
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ionization. Moreover, the degree of overestimation becomes significant as the charge 

number of the metal cation increases. The characteristic deviation of the theoretical 

predictions from the experimental results is a key issue for the future clarification of the 

multiple-tunneling ionization processes. We suggest that the polarizabilities depending 

on the charge number, and presumably the excitation of cations, might be important in 

the multiple ionization of transition metals. In addition, the production of multiply 

charged metal cations in abundance, and the reduced production of carbon and 

hydrocarbon fragment cations achieved by femtosecond laser ionization, will be valuable 

as sources of multiply charged metal cations for further ion–molecule reaction studies. 

 

Keywords 

ADK theory, Enhanced ionization, Femtosecond laser, Ionization energy, Tunnel 

ionization 
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1. Introduction 

 Ion–molecule reactions [1, 2] have been of great interest in connection with 

catalytic reactions [3, 4], interstellar and planetary atmospheric chemistry [5-8], the 

MALDI process [9], and so on. The reactions between a neutral molecule and a singly 

charged cation such as a transition metal cation have been the focus of these studies. A 

guided ion beam tandem mass spectrometer [10, 11] and Fourier transform ion cyclotron 

resonance have been utilized to investigate ion–molecule reactions [12, 13]. In contrast, 

the reactions between a neutral molecule and a doubly [14] or triply [15] charged atomic 

cation, or a molecular dication [16-19], have rarely been reported. This is partly because 

the charge transfer reaction dominates the bond-forming reaction due to the high potential 

energy and high electron affinity of multiply charged cations. Although such exothermic 

and exotic reactions are attractive subjects [16, 20-23], there remain a number of 

difficulties that need to be overcome. 

First, the efficient production of multiply charged species is necessary. The 

production of multiply charged molecular cations has been accomplished by using several 

methods, such as electron ionization [24, 25], vacuum ultraviolet light irradiation [26], 

collision with high-energy projectiles [27, 28], ion beam sputtering of a solid surface [29, 

30], and femtosecond laser ionization [31-37]. The highest charge number of an intact 
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molecule obtained to date is 12 (C60
12+) by femtosecond laser ionization (1800 nm, 70 fs, 

1015 W cm−2) [38]. However, the confinement of multiple positive charges in a small 

molecule is difficult due to strong Coulomb repulsions. Therefore, most multiply charged 

molecular cations are metastable in nature and easily dissociate into fragments [39, 40]. 

In other words, we can produce multiply charged atomic cations such as C4+and Si4+ via 

Coulomb explosion of multiply charged molecular cations, but hydrocarbon fragment 

cations are usually formed in abundance [41]. 

There is another difficulty in the cases of metal cation productions by the above-

mentioned techniques: the reactants should be introduced in a reaction chamber as a vapor 

sample. In contrast to volatile organic compounds, the vaporization of pure metals 

requires high temperature. For example, the boiling point of osmium is 5285 K. We need 

to raise the temperature to at least 2520 K to achieve vapor pressure above 10−5 Pa. Even 

when vapor pressure is sufficient, the deposition of metals on the experimental apparatus 

becomes a serious problem. The laser ablation of metals is a possible means to avoid these 

difficulties [42]. The use of organometallic compounds in what is known as the MIVOC 

(metal ions from volatile compounds) method is another alternative means [43]. 

Organometallic complexes such as metallocene (MCp2, M = metal, Cp = η5-C5H5) and/or 

carbonyl complexes having relatively high vapor pressure at room temperature are 
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promising candidates. Another choice is metal alkyl complexes, although some of these 

molecules can be difficult to handle. 

In order to form singly charged metal cations from metallocenes, multiphoton 

ionization by using UV nanosecond laser pulses is a very advantageous approach [44-48]. 

By tuning the wavelength of a laser pulse, only a metal cation is selectively produced. 

This is attributable to the fact that a neutral metal atom is liberated from the excited state 

of metallocene followed by resonant ionization. Unfortunately, multiply charged metal 

cations are not formed due to the insufficient energy deposition by nanosecond laser 

pulses. For the production of multiply charged atomic cations, electron beam ion trap and 

electron cyclotron resonance have been utilized [49-51]. However, these powerful 

ionization methods form not only multiply charged metal cations but also carbon and 

hydrocarbon cations originating in organic ligands [52]. The contamination as well as 

adsorption of such carbon-based materials on the reaction chamber are not favorable. 

Abundant production of multiply charged metal cations, combined with negligible 

amounts of carbon and fragment cations, are desirable as the ion source for further ion–

molecule reaction studies. In our previous communication, we demonstrated the 

generation of multiply charged iron cations with small amounts of carbon and 

hydrocarbon cations from ferrocene in intense laser fields [53]. Moreover, the production 
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of multiply charged iron cations requires less laser intensity than theoretically expected 

for iron atoms. In the present study, we report the production of multiply charged cations 

of other transition metals such as chromium, nickel, ruthenium, and osmium. The 

experimentally measured and theoretically calculated saturation intensities of the 

multiply charged transition metal cations produced are compared and discussed. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

Chromocene (CrCp2, Aldrich, 95%), ferrocene (FeCp2, Aldrich, 98%), 

nickelocene (NiCp2, Tokyo Chemical Industry, 98%), and xenon (Japan Air Gases, 

99.99%) were each introduced to an ionization chamber by a leak valve at 296 K. 

Ruthenocene (RuCp2, Aldrich, 98%) was kept at 348 K in order to maintain sufficient 

vapor pressure. Osmocene (OsCp2, Wako) kept at 296 K was directly introduced into a 

vacuum chamber by using an organic deposition cell (KOD-Cell, Kitano Seiki). The 

chamber pressure was monitored 20 cm away from the laser focus point with a cold 

cathode pressure gauge. The base pressure of the ionization chamber and the time-of-

flight chamber was below 5×10−7 Pa. The pressure of metallocenes in the ionization 

chamber was kept below 5.5×10−5 Pa during the experiments to avoid the space-charge 

effect. The pressure of the time-of-flight mass chamber was 10 times below the ionization 
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chamber by differential pumping to avoid collision-induced fragmentation. 

The experimental details have been described elsewhere [37]. Briefly, the 

multiple ionization of metallocene and xenon was carried out with a 45-fs pulse centered 

at 0.8 μm (Thales laser, Alpha 100/1000/XS hybrid), and the ions were detected by a liner 

mode of Wiley-Mclaren time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS, Toyama, KNTOF-

1800). The acceleration voltage was 4000 V, and the extraction field potential 833 V cm−1 

was optimized to have the highest mass resolution and highest signal intensity. The 

resolution (m/Δm, fwhm) was 1620 at m/z = 129. A slit of 500 μm width was located on 

the extraction plate perpendicular to the laser propagation direction in order to collect the 

ion that was generated in the most tightly focused point of the laser beam (achieving ion 

collection from axially symmetric parallel beam geometry). The ion yield was obtained 

by integrating over the appropriate peaks in the time-of-flight spectrum. The direction of 

the laser polarization (linear) and the TOF axis was parallel. The laser beam was focused 

into the ionization chamber with a planoconvex quartz lens of 200 mm focusing length. 

The actual laser intensity of the linear polarized pulse at the focus was determined by 

measuring the saturation intensity, Isat of xenon (1.1×1014 W cm−2 for a 45 fs pulse) by 

the method of Hankin et al. [54], and the error in the determination of absolute laser 

intensity was about ±10%. The ions of the metallocenes were measured successively after 
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the measurement of Isat of xenon without, between two runs, changing experimental 

conditions. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Ionization of metallocenes in femtosecond laser fields 

Fig. 1 shows the time-of-flight mass spectra of MCp2 (M = Cr, Ni, Ru, Os) 

measured above 1015 W cm−2. The mass spectrum of FeCp2 was reported in our previous 

report [53]. The dominant species in the mass spectra were singly and doubly charged 

molecular cations (MCp2
+, MCp2

2+), metal cations, H+, H2
+, and carbon ions (C3+, C2+, 

C+). MCp+ was identified but the amounts of Cp+ (m/z = 65), C3Hn
+, C2Hn

+, and CH+ were 

negligible. As the amounts of carbon-containing fragments were very small relative to the 

amounts of metal cations, it is reasonable to conclude that most cyclopentadienyl ligands 

are detached as neutral fragments. The multiply charged metal cations were definitively 

identified by the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z), isotope pattern, and narrower peak width 

than those of lower-charged cations. The mass spectra of the most highly charged metals 

(Cr6+, Ni6+, Ru7+, and Os8+) are shown in Fig. S1. The most highly charged iron was Fe6+, 

whose mass spectrum was reported elsewhere [53]. Although some of their peaks 

overlapped with the lower-charged cations and the signal-to-noise ratios were small, the 
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experimentally observed isotopic structure coincided well with the natural abundance of 

the isotopes of the corresponding atoms. The xenon with the highest charge observed in 

this study was Xe7+.  

It should be mentioned that metal cations having higher charges are formed if 

we use metal clusters as reactants. The ionization of metal clusters in high intensity 

femtosecond laser field have been extensively studied by Castleman and coworkers. They 

have investigated the maximum observed charge state (MOCS) for various metals. For 

example, MOCS of Ti, V, Cr, Nb, and Ta obtained either from metal oxide [55] or from 

metal carbide clusters [56] at ~1×1015 Wcm−2 (624 nm, 100 fs) were 10, 9, 8, 11, and 11, 

respectively. The same MOCS was obtained from pure metal (Nb, Ta) clusters [57]. The 

appearance of those charge states is dependent on the stability of clusters [58], and is the 

results of intracluster interactions referred to as an “enhanced ionization”. 

Here we consider the interactions between intense femtosecond laser fields and 

isolated metallocenes as well as the origins of metal cations. The lowest electronically 

excited levels of metallocene are accessible by two- or three-photon processes with 0.8-

μm photons. As the laser intensity increases, MCp2
+ and MCp2

2+ form. The first and 

second leaving electrons belong to metal d-derived molecular orbitals of MCp2: CrCp2, 

(a1g)1(e2g)3; FeCp2, RuCp2, OsCp2, (a1g)2(e2g)4; NiCp2, (a1g)2(e2g)4(e1g)2. As MCp2
3+ is not 
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detected by time-of-flight mass spectroscopy, its lifetime is shorter than the acceleration 

time of our mass spectrometer (<1 μs). Recently, the dissociation dynamics of FeCp2 

exposed to intense femtosecond laser fields (780 nm, 2×1013−1.4×1014 W cm−2) have 

been demonstrated by time-resolved XUV absorption spectroscopy [59]. Element-

specific absorption spectroscopy (Fe 3p) has revealed the formation of Fe+ from the 

excited FeCp2
+ within 240 fs (≥6×1013 W cm−2). This result is quite informative with 

respect to the origin of multiply charged metal cations. Since only small amounts of 

carbon cations are formed, the formation of multiply charged molecular cations is not 

expected. The generation of multiply charged metal cations directly from multiply 

charged molecular cations by Coulomb explosion is unlikely. Therefore, the origin of 

multiply charged iron cations may be the further ionization of Fe+. However, the Fe+ 

formed from the excited FeCp2
+ was presumably not further excited and/or was not 

ionized efficiently within the 45-fs laser pulses used in our study. Therefore, the possible 

sources that generate Fe+ within 45-fs are the more highly excited states of FeCp2
+. 

Another possible source of fast-evolving Fe+ is the excited FeCp2
2+ as we suggested in 

our previous work [53]. 

We have reported that the yields of FeCp2
+ are saturated at 6×1013 W cm−2. The 

relative abundances of FeCp2
+, FeCp2

2+, and Fe+ at 6×1013 W cm−2 are 100, 10, and 8.5, 
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respectively [53]. Those of FeCp2
+, FeCp2

2+, Fe+, and Fe2+ at 1×1014 W cm−2, where the 

yields of FeCp2
2+ are saturated, are 100, 25, 23, and 5, respectively [53]. In the case of 

the time-resolved XUV absorption spectroscopy experiments, the colinear configuration 

between the NIR pump and the XUV probe pulses has been used [59]. Thus, the 

contribution not only from the high (peak) intensity region at the central part of the laser 

beam but also the low-intensity region at the wing of the laser beam might be involved in 

the XUV spectra. Therefore, we speculate that the contribution of a fast component of Fe+ 

formation from the more highly excited states of FeCp2
+ and/or excited FeCp2

2+ is masked 

by the dominant contribution from the lowest excited state of FeCp2
+. 

The appearance of multiply charged metal cations is determined by the ionization 

energy (IE) if the sequential (stepwise) ionization process of a singly charged metal cation 

is operative. IE is the energy required to remove an electron from an atom and/or molecule 

with the subsequent production of a positively charged ion. This process can be repeated, 

but the ionization energy increases as the charge number increases. The potential energy 

IP that the cation gains is the sum of the ionization energies. IEs and IPs of the transition 

metals and xenon are listed in Tables S1 to S6. The IP values of Cr6+, Fe6+, Ni6+, Ru7+, 

Os8+, and Xe7+ are 263, 283, 299, 325, 403, and 318 eV, respectively. The generation of 

those cations from Cr5+, Fe5+, Ni5+, Ru6+, Os7+, and Xe6+ requires 90.6, 98.9, 108, 93.0, 
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102, and 91.6 eV, respectively. Further removal of an electron from Cr6+, Fe6+, Ni6+, Ru7+, 

Os8+, and Xe7+ requires 160, 124, 132, 110, 168, and 105 eV, respectively. Here we refer 

to the result of the third-row element, magnesium. Fig. S2 shows the peak of Mg3+ in the 

mass spectrum of MgCp2, which is the most highly charged magnesium observed at 

3.7×1015 W cm−2. The IP of Mg3+ (103 eV) is lower than that of the most highly charged 

states of the fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-row transition metals (263−403 eV) observed in this 

study. The absence of Mg4+ (IP= 212 eV) is probably attributable to the relatively high IE 

of Mg3+ (109 eV). In addition, the yield of Mg3+, the precursor of Mg4+, is more than two 

orders of magnitude smaller than that of Mg2+, probably due to the high IE of Mg2+ (80.1 

eV). Based on the observations of the highest charge states of transition metals, we can 

conclude that removing an electron that requires 90.6 (Cr5+) – 108 eV (Ni5+) is possible, 

while removing one that requires 110 (Ru7+) – 168 eV (Os8+) does not occur at the peak 

laser intensity achieved in this study. It should be noted that these definitions are not 

strictly determined because the IEs of higher charge states have large ambiguities. 

Nonetheless, these results indicate that the ionization process is governed not by Ip but by 

IE., i.e., sequential ionization processes of isolated metal cations are operative in intense 

femtosecond laser fields. Here we consider about the absence of C4+ because the energy 

required to remove an electron from C3+ is 64.5 eV. C4+ should be produced if carbon 
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atom liberated from ligands is further ionized in the high (peak) intensity region. However, 

the sequential ionization of carbon atom is not likely because most ligands desorb as 

neutral fragments in the early stage of ionization. Some ligands might be highly charged 

and subsequently exploded to form C3+. 

 

3.1. Saturation intensity of metal cations 

Fig. 2 shows the metal cation yield as a function of laser intensity. The same plot 

for FeCp2 was reported previously [53]. We used the saturation intensity (Isat) proposed 

by Hankin et al. [54, 60] to quantitatively compare the production of cations. A typical 

example of the determination of Isat for the iron cations is shown in Fig. 3. Isat is defined 

as the point at which the ion yield (linear scale), extrapolated from the high-intensity 

linear portion of the curve, intersects the intensity axis (logarithmic scale). Good linear 

lines were obtained for Fez+ (z = 1−5), and the intersect gave Isat exp. We estimated Isat exp 

up to Cr5+, Fe5+, Ni5+, Ru6+, Os7+, and Xe6+, respectively. Isat exp of the highest charge state 

was not obtained due to the insufficient data plots to be extrapolated; for example, Fe6+ 

in Fig. 3. Table 1 lists the Isat exp values of transition metals and xenon. Fig. 4a shows the 

correlation between Isat exp and IE. Although the dependence of the variations on the metals 

is obvious, it can also be seen that the Isat exps are proportional to IEs. Further, it is clear 
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that the Isat exps of xenon are higher than those of transition metal cations with the same IE. 

The same procedure was used to determine the theoretical values. We assume that the 

sequential tunnel ionization mechanism is operative for the generation of multiply 

charged atomic cations. ADK (Ammosov-Delone-Krainov) theory, which is based on the 

single active electron approximation is known as a simple analytical approach to evaluate 

ionization rates [61]. ADK theory is applicable to atoms with small sets of parameters; 

however, ionization theories in intense electric fields have been rapidly developing [62-

65], and the limitations and modifications of ADK theory have also been proposed [66, 

67]. We understand that more sophisticated theories have been proposed and have 

successfully described the experimental results for singly charged metal cations [68-70]. 

However, theoretical calculations of multiply charged metal cations, especially of open-

shell atoms, are still challenging even with the recent approaches [71]. In a step toward 

understanding the production of multiply charged transition metal cations, we will use 

ADK theory because precise arguments about ionization rates depending on the different 

theoretical treatments are not within the scope of this study. Since ADK theory can still 

be used as a benchmark for complex systems [72, 73], it is more important to argue that 

theoretical values deviate from experimental values rather than to discuss exactly how the 

theory reproduces experimental values. We will discuss the degree of deviation of Isat ADK, 
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which is derived from ADK theory, from Isat exp. To evaluate how much the theoretical 

value deviates from the experimental value, we refer to the results of xenon as a 

benchmark atom. As the ADK theory can describe the Isat exp of xenon within a factor of 

1.3 [74, 75], a comparison between the results for transition metals and those for xenon 

would be a rough but good index. The nonsequential ionization (electron rescattering or 

direct ionization) processes are not considered because the ions produced by those 

processes are a few orders of magnitude smaller than those produced by the sequential 

ionization processes [76].  

The ADK formula is expressed by an effective principal quantum number 𝑛𝑛∗, angular 

momentum quantum number 𝑙𝑙, and magnetic quantum number 𝑚𝑚. The ionization rate 

of an atom in the electric field 𝜀𝜀 is described by  

𝑊𝑊 = 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛∗𝑙𝑙
2  𝑓𝑓(𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑚) 𝜀𝜀0 �3 𝜀𝜀

𝜋𝜋 𝜅𝜅
 �2 𝜅𝜅

𝜀𝜀
�
2𝑛𝑛∗−|𝑚𝑚|−1

 exp �− 2 𝜅𝜅
3 𝜀𝜀
� (1) 

with 

𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛∗𝑙𝑙 = 1
√2𝜋𝜋𝑛𝑛∗

�2𝑒𝑒
𝑛𝑛∗
�
𝑛𝑛∗

, 𝑓𝑓(𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑚) = (2𝑙𝑙+1)(𝑙𝑙+|𝑚𝑚|)!
2|𝑚𝑚||𝑚𝑚|!(𝑙𝑙−|𝑚𝑚|)!

, 𝜅𝜅 = (2 𝜀𝜀0)
3
2, and 𝑛𝑛∗ = 𝑧𝑧

�2 𝜀𝜀0
. 

𝜀𝜀0 and 𝑧𝑧 are the ionization energy and the charge number, respectively. The constant 𝑒𝑒 

in coefficient 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛∗𝑙𝑙 is Euler’s number. 𝜀𝜀0 and 𝜀𝜀 are obtained from the experimentally 

convenient 𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸 (in eV units) and 𝐸𝐸 (in V m−1 units). Consequently, 𝐸𝐸 is derived from 

laser intensity 𝐼𝐼 (in W cm−2 units). 
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The time evolution and spatial distribution of laser intensity should be 

considered in the evaluation of ionization rates and hence of ion yields. As an aperture 

that is shorter than the Rayleigh length is used to restrict ion collection, the integration 

of ionization rates is constant over the laser propagation direction [77, 78]. The laser 

intensity profile (Gaussian TEM00 mode) in the cylindrical volume is described 

approximately by  

𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟 = 𝐼𝐼0exp �− � 𝑟𝑟
𝜔𝜔0
�
2
�, (2) 

where 𝐼𝐼0, 𝑟𝑟, and 𝜔𝜔0 are the peak laser intensity, the radial distance from the beam 

axis, and the beam waist radius where 𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟 = 𝐼𝐼0
𝑒𝑒

, respectively. We assume that the time 

evolution of the laser intensity 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 is described by a Gaussian function 

𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 = 𝐼𝐼0 exp �−4ln2 �𝑡𝑡
𝜏𝜏
�
2
�, (3) 

where 𝜏𝜏 is the pulse duration (fwhm). The ion yield is obtained by 

𝑆𝑆 = 𝐴𝐴∫
�1−exp�−∫ 𝑊𝑊 𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡∞

−∞ ��

𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟
𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟

𝐼𝐼0
0 , (4) 

where 𝐴𝐴 is a constant including the all experimental factors. At the high laser intensity 

limit, Eq. (4) is expressed by  

𝑆𝑆 = 𝐴𝐴(ln 𝐼𝐼0 − ln 𝐼𝐼sat). (5) 

Here we calculated the Isat ADKs of atoms. The values of 𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸 , 𝑧𝑧, and 𝑙𝑙  used in the 

calculations are shown in Tables S1 to S6. We assume that cations are prepared in their 
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ground states and that electron reconfiguration is fast compared to the succeeding 

ionization step. We fixed the magnetic quantum number to zero, which gives the lowest 

Isat ADK. The ionization rates, ionization probabilities, and ion yields were calculated using 

conventional spreadsheet software (Fig. S3). We fixed 𝜏𝜏  to 45 fs. Since sufficient 

accuracy could be guaranteed, we integrated the range from −3 𝜏𝜏 to 3 𝜏𝜏. 

The calculated ionization probabilities and ion yields as functions of peak laser intensity, 

for example, Fez+ (z = 1−5), are shown in Fig. 5. Isat ADKs are summarized in Table 1. Here 

we try to compare the Isat exp of metals generated from metallocenes with the Isat ADK of 

metal atoms. To evaluate the deviation of Isat ADK from Isat exp, we plotted the Isat ADK/Isat exp 

as a function of the ionization energy of the atoms in Fig. 4b. The results for xenon are 

shown as a reference.  

Isat ADK/Isat exps of xenon were slightly larger than or nearly equal to unity, i.e., the 

formation of xenon cation required less laser intensity than expected by ADK theory. 

These results show that ADK theory overestimates Isat (Isat ADK > Isat exp) and hence 

underestimates the ionization rate (ion yield) of xenon as reported in the literature [74, 

75]. Yamakawa et al. have reported the shift factors, which are the numbers by which the 

theoretical intensity scales have been multiplied to fit the experimental intensity scales 

[75]. The reciprocal of Isat ADK/Isat exps correspond to their shift factors. The average of the 
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shift factors and the average of the reciprocal of Isat ADK/Isat exps for Xe+ to Xe6+ are 

0.74±0.12 and 0.82±0.04, respectively. It should be noted that different ionization 

energies of xenon were used for the calculations (see Table S6); however, the 

phenomenon of ADK theory overestimating the Isat of xenon was confirmed in both cases.  

Although the discrepancies between Isat ADK and Isat exp for xenon should not be neglected, 

those for transition metal cations were more significant. Isat ADK/Isat exps of xenon were 

nearly independent of the charge numbers. In contrast, those of singly and doubly charged 

transition metal cations were less than unity (Isat ADK < Isat exp), while those of triply and 

more highly charged transition metal cations were more than unity (Isat ADK > Isat exp). In 

other words, ADK theory underestimates the former Isats while overestimating the latter 

Isats. 

The origin of singly and presumably doubly charged transition metal cations is the 

excited metallocene cation and/or dication. Thus, it is not reasonable to govern the 

generation of singly and doubly charged transition metals by the IE of transition metal 

atoms. Smits et al. have reported the formation of V+, Nb+, Ta+, Ni+, and Pd+ from neutral 

metal atoms [79]. They utilized laser ablation to form a neutral metal atomic beam with 

helium as the carrier gas followed by ionization with femtosecond laser pulses (90 fs, 1.5 

μm). The Isat ADK/Isat exps derived from their data were 0.38 (V+), 0.18 (Nb+), 0.39 (Ta+), 
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0.38 (Ni+), and 0.42 (Pd+) [79]. They concluded that the underestimation of Isat by the 

ADK theory is due to the dynamic polarization or screening effect. In other words, the 

suppression of ionization is due to the collective movement of electrons toward one side 

of the potential well, resulting in the repulsion of electrons and consequent increase in the 

potential barrier. Their results for singly charged metal cations have been well explained 

by the increase in both the potential barrier and the ionization energy using the 

generalized ADK theory [68, 70] and time-dependent density functional theory [69]. 

However, those suggested mechanisms do not explain why the Isat of multiply charged 

transition metal cations was overestimated by ADK theory. 

In contrast to singly and doubly charged transition metal cations, the Isat ADK/Isat exps of 

triply and more highly charged transition metals were more than unity. It should be 

emphasized that the Isat of not only multiply charged iron [53] but also of other multiply 

charged transition metals are overestimated by the ADK theory. Although the data for 

Cr5+, Fe5+, Ni5+, and Ru5+ were scattered due to the uncertainly of Isats evaluations, we 

classified the five transition metals into two groups: fourth- and fifth-row elements (Cr, 

Fe, Ni, Ru) in one group and a sixth-row element (Os) in the other. 

Of course, it should be mentioned that these results show the limits of ADK theory 

applied to multiply charged transition metal cations. Nonetheless, we have presented the 
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Isat exps of five transition metals and different trends among different row elements. In the 

future, these results could be further examined using more sophisticated theories. For now, 

we can provide some potential insights into the origins of Isat deviations. The static dipole 

polarizability is an index of an induced dipole moment of an atom in an external electric 

field [80]. The screening effect in multiply charged metal cations would be reduced since 

their polarizability dramatically decreases as the charge number increases [81-83]. For 

example, the polarizabilities of singly and doubly charged cations relative to that of a 

neutral atom were calculated previously: Cr, 0.11, 5.0×10−2; Fe, 0.44, 7.0×10−2; Ni, 0.12, 

5.0×10−2; Ru, 0.14, 7.9×10−2 [83]. Although those of Os were not obtained, those of sixth-

row elements showed trends similar to those of Xe: Xe, 0.63, 0.43; Eu, 0.48, 0.18; Yb, 

0.52, 0.22; Hf, 0.45, 0.28 [83]. We expect that the degree to which polarizability is 

reduced will become much more significant between transition metals and Xe in higher 

charge states [81]. This trend should also be important for the long-range interaction 

between tunneling and bound electrons as well as for the laser-induced Stark shift, both 

of which are proposed as the origins of the overestimation of ionization rate 

(underestimation of Isat) by the ADK theory for singly charged transition metals [68, 70]. 

It is certain that the polarizabilities are key factors determining tunnel ionization behavior; 

however, further theoretical consideration is beyond the scope of this study. 
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We could discuss the degree of the underestimation based on the tunneling barrier and 

effective ionization energy. However, the literature makes no attempt to explain the 

overestimation of Isat of isolated atoms. We should mention that the overestimation of Isat 

referred to as an “enhanced ionization” has been reported for various metal clusters [55-

58, 84-89] as well as for nonmetal clusters [90, 91]. The origin of enhancement is 

intracluster interactions resulting in large kinetic energy releases. However, the 

interactions between metals [57] leading to enhanced ionization are not expected for 

isolated metallocenes. A possible and simple explanation for the overestimation of Isat 

could be the reduction of ionization energy by the excitation of cations. Fig. S5 shows the 

atomic spectra of Cr+, Fe+, and Ni+ taken from the literature. Those of Ru+ and Os+ were 

not available. There are innumerable atomic absorption lines at around 800 nm in the 

cases of Fe+ and Ni+. It is expected that the photoexcitation of cations reduces the energy 

for ionization, which in turn may enhance the ionization rate. In contrast, the atomic lines 

of Xe+, Xe2+, and Xe3+ at around 800 nm are rather sparse (Fig. S6). Since the IEs of singly 

charged cations are less than 10 eV, the photoexcitation (1.55 eV/photon) would 

significantly alter the ionization rates. However, the reduction of IE by only a few eVs 

might not significantly influence the production of multiply charged cations that occurs 

in a tunneling intensity regime. For example, the reductions in IEs by 21 eV and 16 eV 
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are necessary in order to make the Isat ADKs equal to the Isat exps of Ru5+ and Os6+, 

respectively. Alternatively, the collision between an ion core and an electron, which is 

accelerated by laser electric fields, may be attributable to the excitation [92]. Since the 

ponderomotive energy at 1015 W cm−2 is 60 eV, the maximum collisional energy is 

expected to be 190 eV. Cations could gain significantly higher energy by the collision 

with an accelerated elecron; however, the efficiency of such an excitation would likely 

be too low, since the deviations in ADK expectations from the experimental results are 

independent of the charge number in the case of Xe. Further experiments for various 

metals using different wavelengths and/or circularly polarized laser pulses will lead to the 

accumulation of valuable information for theoretical arguments. 

 

4. Conclusion 

By using the corresponding metallocenes as reactants, we have shown that femtosecond 

laser ionization produces multiply charged metal cations by a low ambient temperature 

process. The potential use of different reactants is another benefit of this method. We can 

expand the range of metals by using other metallocenes. For example, we produced Hf7+ 

from hafnocene dichloride at 2×1015 W cm−2 (Fig. S4). Since the metallocene is 
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sandwich-shaped whereas metallocene dichloride has a bent shape, a simple comparison 

could not be performed. 

We have found that osmium shows a different ionization trend among the group VIII 

transition metals (Fe, Ru, Os). The origin of this difference is not certain, but we suggest 

it might be important that the trends in polarizability upon multiple ionizations of sixth-

row elements (transition metals and lanthanides) differ from those of other transition 

metals but are similar to those of Xe. In multiply charged states, the nature of the orbitals 

of the remaining electrons should be important for clarifying the multiple-tunneling 

ionization processes. Further studies, focusing on the differences in multiple ionization 

behaviors of the same group but with different row elements, are necessary to gain further 

insight into the multiple ionization processes of transition metals in intense laser fields. 

We can use metallocene dichlorides to examine group IV metals (Ti, Zr, Hf). Since the 

amounts of carbon and of chloride cations are small, it is expected that multiply charged 

metal cations are formed by the ionization of liberated metals from the excited states of 

metallocene dichlorides as in the cases of metallocenes. Although the main focus is the 

Coulomb explosion of ligands, we previously reported the production of Cr5+, Mo5+, and 

W6+ from the corresponding fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-row carbonyl complexes of group 

VI metals in intense femtosecond laser fields [93]. The production of singly charged 
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group V metals of fourth- and sixth-row elements (V, Ta) has been well described by the 

generalized ADK theory, while that of the fifth-row element (Nb) is far from the 

expectation by generalized ADK theory [68, 70]. The multiple ionization of group V 

metals might be a key to clarifying the ionization behaviors of transition metals. A 

systematic study of the ionization of the metals using other series of metallocenes as well 

as alkyl and carbonyl complexes is in progress. 
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Fig. 1. Time-of-flight mass spectra of (a) CrCp2, (b) NiCp2, (c) RuCp2, and (d) OsCp2. 

Laser intensities are (a) 4.6×1015, (b) 3.9×1015, (c) 3.0×1015, and (d) 4.2×1015 Wcm−2, 

respectively. The laser polarization is parallel to the ion flight axis. The asterisks indicate 

the ions originating from contaminated water. The pluses indicate the carbon ions 

originating from cyclopentadienyl ligands. 
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Fig. 2. Metal ion yields as a function of laser intensity: a) CrZ+, b) NiZ+, c) RuZ+, and d) 

OsZ+. z = 1 (squares), 2 (circles), 3 (triangles), 4 (diamonds), 5 (stars), 6 (inverted 

triangles), and 7 (pentagons).  
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Fig. 3. Correlation between the yield of Fez+ and the logarithm of the laser intensity. The 

solid linear lines are the extrapolation from the high-intensity linear portions of the plots. 

The intersection with the intensity axis gives Isat exp. z = 1 (squares), 2 (circles), 3 

(triangles), 4 (diamonds), 5 (stars), and 6 (inverted triangles). 
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Fig. 4. (a) Isat exp as a function of the ionization energy of elements. (b) The ratio of 

theoretically estimated Isat ADK to experimentally obtained Isat exp as a function of the 

ionization energy of elements: Cr (squares); Fe (circles); Ni (triangles); Ru (inverted 

triangles); Os (diamonds); Xe (filled squares). 
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Fig. 5. Calculated (a) ionization probabilities and (b) ion yields of Fez+ (z = 1−5). 
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Table 1 
Saturation intensity (Isat/ 1013 W cm−2) of metal cations Mz+.a 

z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Crz+ 
3.4 
1.5 

11 
9.0 

27 
48 

42 
165 

48 
411 

  

Fez+ 
5.8 
2.6 

14 
10 

27 
46 

58 
250 

110 
557 

  

Niz+ 
5.0 
2.3 

14 
13 

32 
78 

58 
250 

95 
581 

  

Ruz+ 
6.3 
2.0 

12 
9.7 

21 
35 

34 
119 

45 
224 

48 
423 

 

Osz+ 
9.2 
3.3 

18 
10 

27 
26 

50 
84 

89 
172 

115 
312 

167 
492 

Xez+ 
8.1 
10 

22 
24 

44 
51 

86 
99 

159 
170 

241 
268 

 

a Isat exp and Isat ADK are shown in upper and lower column, respectively. 
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